Reverse Phone API Product Details

Reverse Phone API
From just a phone number, get an owner’s current
name, address, demographics, phone details,
household members, and relatives.

Features

Business Benefits
Get your priorities straight

Powerful identification

Provides the full registered names behind the
number.

Prioritize queues by ROI potential.

Address information

Enrich customer records

Shows the current address corroborated from 30+
years of address history and details on residence
type, deliverability, and more.

Demographics

Includes gender, age-range, and more of
registered phone owner and address residents.

Advanced phone attributes

Includes line type, carrier, pre-paid status, and
more.

Associated people and relatives

Gives list of related people and/or household
members.

Alternative phone numbers

Automatically enhance customer demographics
and contact info in your CRM.

Dropped call? Don't worry

Recapture dropped calls with data behind the
number.

Simple Access
Enterprise-grade API

Speed, simplicity, and scale via our RESTful API.

Partners

Easily access our data via key partners including
Twilio and FICO

Provides additional landlines associated with the
phone subscriber.

Commercial flag

Shows if the phone number is associated with a
business.

Link start and end dates

Gives the date when the phone was first linked to
the person and address. If historical, the link end
date is also provided.

Whitepages Pro is international
We have data for every country in the world.
For more information, visit pro.whitepages.com or give us a call at 1-877-767-8052

Reverse Phone API Data Sheet

Reverse Phone API Attributes
Full name of owner(s) and parsed names(s)
Provides the name of the person(s) or business(es) who are registered to the
phone number in full string and parsed formats.

Valid or invalid
Indicates whether the phone number is a real phone number with a valid area
code.

Line type
Indicates whether the phone is a landline, mobile, fixed or non-fixed VoIP,
premium, toll-free, or voicemail-only service.

Carrier
Indicates the company providing service to the associated number, including
hard-to-identify carriers such as Boost, Metro PCS and TracFone.

Prepaid status
Indicates whether a mobile number is part of a prepaid service plan.

Current and historical address(es)
Includes the full current and historical address(es) associated with the number.

Is commercial
If true, phone number is associated to a business. Possible values are true,
false, null.

Country code
International country code (Spec: ITU-T E.164). Example: “1” for USA & Canada.

Unique identifier
Provides a unique identifier for each element for easy velocity tracking.

Link start and end dates
Gives the date when the phone was first linked to the person and address. If
historical, the link end date is also provided.

For more information, visit pro.whitepages.com or give us a call at 1-877-767-8052

